
Salvage specialist – incident management
An incident occurs in a couple of seconds. The consequences and delays of an incident could be comprehensive and take a 
long time of period. Incident management (IM) consist out the actions that should be followed in order to clear the road from 
obstacles as safe en quickly as possible after an accident has occurred. 

The way of how these actions should be applied are written down in the 'Guideline safety precautions in traffic incidents‘. The 
most important subject within this course is the safety of the emergency member. Furthermore, other import topics are; 
safety of other traffic members, controlling the created damage, the interest of the victim(s), road authority and laws. By 
applying the guidelines of the 'Guideline safety precautions in traffic incidents’, an emergency member is able to work with a 
safe and uniform methodology.

European Guideline Professional Competence 2003/59
It is obligatory for professional drivers to attend at least 35 hours of refreshing courses in 5 year time in order to maintain the 
European Guideline Professional Competence 2003/59 on their driver’s license. This 35 hours of refreshing courses has 
been divided into a maximum of 28 hours of theoretical courses (N-code) and a minimum of at leas 7 hours of practical 
courses (V-code). SOMA is able to offer these courses. 
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Content
 Creating a safe environment 

(in combination with maximum 
speed and distance).

 Using a vehicle as buffer
 Safety clothes
 Traffic rules
 Road signs
 Keeping clear of the supply- 

and discharge roads
 Applying the 4’s model (SFIC) 

situations during collisions and 
accidents (Stopping, Freezing, 
Inspecting, Closing

 Recognizing the danger of a 
vehicle ( including short circuit, 
leaks, airbags and dangerous 
substances)

 Providing assistance by 
applying the PAMAN ABC

Location
The course will be given in Harderwijk 
at the Bouw & Infra park or in-
company. 
Results
A theoretical assessment will be taken 
at the end of the course. The 
participant will receive an industry 
recognized certificate when the 
assessment has been made 
successfully. 

For whom?
For everybody who works as a 
emergency member at traffic incidents, 
salvage and roadside assistance.

Requirements
None.

Duration
1 day

Price per participant
On Request

Price is for course year 2020-2021. 
Prices are excl VAT

Coursedata and sign-up
www.somabedrijfsopleidingen.nl
For information or question you can 
contact us at:
Tel: +31 341 499 450
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